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                 English 1B: Writing Assignment #2: Poetry As you can imagine, based on the readings, your second writing assignment will focus on poetry. Specifically, you are to write an explication of a poem of you                English 1B: Writing Assignment #2: Poetry As you can imagine, based on the readings, your second writing assignment will focus on poetry. Specifically, you are to write an explication of a poem of you

                English 1 B – Editing Check List Writer’s Name ____________ _______ ________   _____1.  Look for awkward or confusing sentences. Is there any slang? Are there any contractions? Mark these problem areas in the text with AWK for  “awkward,” CNF” for confusing, “S” for slang, and “CON” for contraction   _____2.  Look for changes in point -of-view . What “person” does the essay start in? Does  it remain in the same “person?” Remember your essay is supposed to be in the  Third Person . Also, do you use the second person “you” at all? Find and circle  all second person pronouns: you, you’re, your, an d unless there is a  compelling reason to use second person eliminate it.   _____3.  Find each “ they ,” “ their ,” “ they’re ” and “ them ” in the text. Use your finger to  trace the pronoun back to what it is agreeing with. Is the noun or pronoun it’s replacing si ngular or plural? If the original noun or pronoun is singular, a singular  pronoun is needed, so circle the incorrect pronoun and mark it with a “PA”  for pronoun agreement. _____ 4. Keep an eye out for all other pronouns and their references (continue tra cing  pronouns back to their antecedents). If the pronoun’s reference is unclear,  circle it and mark it with a “PR” for pronoun reference.   _____5 . Is the essay the required page length not including the works cited page? Is it  formatted correctly? Do the introduction and conclusion make sense?   _____6 . Do the quotes and other outside sources support the points you are making?  Are they formatted correctly? Do you have the required nu mber of in -text  citations? Have you double -checked the quotes for accuracy?   _____7 . Are the works cited entries correctly formatted? Do the works cited entries  match the in -text citations?   _____8 . Is there a clearly stated thesis? Is it logically plac ed and easily recognizable in  the text?   _____9.  Finally, reread the essay for any other grammatical errors in punctuation –  commas, semi -colons, periods, apostrophes, and subject -verb agreement,  consistent verb tense. Circle any errors in these areas and correct them before  printing out your final draft.   Th is checklist must be attached to your final draft for full credit.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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